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I.

Purpose and Scope

Northern Kentucky University (NKU) is committed to ensuring that animals used by NKU faculty, staff and
students are treated in a humane, ethical manner and with the highest standard of care according to Federal,
State, and local regulations. This document is intended to provide NKU’s Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC), faculty, staff and students, a plan of action in the event of an emergency that impacts the
animals housed on campus.
The purpose of this plan is to protect and manage the animals on campus in the event of an emergency, but
under no circumstances should any researcher, staff or student put themselves at risk or personal danger at any
time.
II.

Background

Responsibility of taking care of and moving animals, if necessary, resides with the Principal Investigator (PI).
If the situation does not allow time for PI or delegated research staff to move animals, the Director of Safety and
Emergency Management may delegate this activity to resources available.
An emergency is an event such as a fire, tornado, hurricane, earthquake, severe snowstorm, chemical spill, civil
disturbance, electrical or water outage or equipment failure that may cause harm or injury to an animal.
Emergency response and recovery plans are required by the PHS Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals, the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Guide), the Guide for the Care and Use of
Agricultural Animals in Agricultural Research and Teaching (Ag Guide), and the USDA Animal Welfare Act
Regulations.
This plan covers animal care and use facilities. Contact the IACUC Chair or the IACUC Administrators for a full list
of active laboratories and rooms.
Normative State
All NKU labs have access to:
• Backup generators
• Emergency electrical outlets
III.

Chain of Command

The PI and/or designee, appropriate Lab Manager, IACUC Chair, and IACUC Administrator should be enrolled in
Norse Alert. To obtain additional information regarding the emergency, the PI and/or designee should contact the
NKU Department of Safety and Emergency Management.
The chain of command may be emergency and building-specific. The PI is responsible for notifying the following
individuals after any event that may impact or has impacted animals on campus:
• The appropriate Lab Manager – immediately
• The IACUC Chair – within 24 hours
• The IACUC Administrator – within 24 hours
If the emergency/disaster results in animal pain, distress, or death:
• The Institutional Official - within 72 hours
• The Veterinarian (both study-specific (if utilized) and the IACUC Veterinarian) – within 24 hours
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In the case of an emergency or disaster discovered by someone other than the PI, that person/department
should:
•
•

Use appropriate means to notify those in the immediate area. Contact University Police by calling
911 or 572-7777. Follow the NKU Emergency Guide, which can be found on the NKU Safety and
Emergency Management website.
Notify the appropriate PI via the IACUC Lab-Specific Disaster Plan Worksheet (located in each lab)
– once it is safe to do so.

If the NKU Emergency Operation Plan is activated, all activities shall be coordinated through the Emergency
Operation Center (EOC) Academic Coordinator (859-448-8605). If the EOC is not required then coordination will
be through the Incident Command Post (typically this will be the Police Officer in Charge or the Fire Chief on
scene).
IV.

Preparation for Emergencies

Appropriate steps will be taken to assist in preventing the occurrence of emergency situations by:
• Maintaining building and laboratory security by allowing only authorized individuals access to
animal care and use rooms. Principal Investigators and study staff are required to notify
University Police if there are problems with unauthorized personnel or crisis (break-in, vandalism,
etc.) in an animal facility.
• Minimizing safety hazards by following KY OSH Regulations and applicable university policies and
procedures. NKU university-specific safety policies can be found here.
• Keeping abreast of extreme weather conditions when appropriate.
Documentation
Each Principal Investigator, in conjunction with the appropriate Lab Manager, is responsible for completing the
IACUC Lab-Specific Disaster Plan Worksheet with relevant lab-specific information to utilize in case of an
emergency or disaster.
Each animal housing facility must have:
• IACUC Lab-Specific Disaster Plan Worksheet
o Which includes names and contact information for the following:
 Principal Investigator
 Primary Laboratory Contact
 Lab Manager
 IACUC Veterinarian
 Any study-specific Veterinarian
o Acceptable locations to move animals to:
 Within the same building
 To a different NKU building
 Off campus
• Cage/tank cards will clearly state which animals are deemed critical or irreplaceable to save if it
becomes necessary to choose per the NKU Cage and Tank Card Requirement SOP.
Supplies
Each lab should have all emergency supplies on hand in preparation of a disaster or emergency.
• Store a supply of food, bedding, water (or water substitute like hydrogels) and personal
protective equipment (PPE) at all times
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•
•
•
•
V.

Ensure adequate euthanasia and basic medical supplies for all animals on census
Obtain and store the following supplies: flashlights/head lamps, batteries, first-aid kit
For locations that may require animal care staff to remain on site overnight, obtain and store air
mattress/cots, food rations for personnel, flashlights/head lamps, drinking water.
Ensure essential personnel have necessary access, keys to supply storage, etc.

Emergency Plan Activation

Level 1 Emergency - Most emergency events can be handled by research personnel and facility staff. These
include short term power outages and severe weather.
Level 2 Emergency - Though infrequent, there may be catastrophic emergencies, such as a tornado or fire, which
might require outside assistance (or require priority care to human safety over animal care if that outside
assistance is not immediately available). Section XI of this document outlines appropriate action in the event of a
minor or catastrophic emergency.
Advance Notice
If advance notice of emergency is given (e.g. blizzard, pandemic flu), the following provisions should be made:
• Fill all food containers in animal rooms with food.
• Fill all receptacles with water (plastic lined garbage cans, carboys, etc.).
• For animals on automatic water (rodents in IVC racks, some NHPs, etc.) place extra water bottle
on cage.
Aquatics
• Fill extra tanks with de-chlorinated water.
• Feed per protocol specification.
• Ensure water levels in aquatic tanks are adequate.
In the event of power failure, back up energy generators, ventilation systems, etc. should work. If for some
reason, the backup systems fail:
• Verify that all ventilated cage racks are plugged into emergency power outlets and are
operational. If units are not operational, open doors to animal rooms to aid in ventilation.
• Open all animal room doors to interior hallway.
VI.

Action Plans
A. Triage
Never endanger your personal safety. First responders should triage all emergencies to the Incident
Command Post or Emergency Operation Center:
• Determine overall safety of the situation
• Assess structures (safe to enter?)
• Assess scale of emergency (see Animal Evacuation Plans below)
• Anticipate length of time to regain normalcy.
o Less than 24 hours = shelter in place
o > 24 hours = move per Animal Evacuation Plans listed below
B.

Animal Evacuation Plans
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NKU IACUC Transportation of Animals SOP will be followed unless transportation can be arranged
through NKU tunnels.
−

Small-scale incident (e.g., those involving 1 - 4 animal housing rooms)
Animals should be relocated to nearby rooms or facilities with the goal of continuing routine animal
care procedures. Available space should be evaluated in terms of strengths and weaknesses in
accommodating the species to be moved, equipment needed, and staff to reassign as needed. A list
of acceptable rooms for relocation can be located on the IACUC Lab-Specific Disaster Plan Worksheet
which is displayed on the information wall within each lab.

−

Medium-scale incident (e.g. large segments of a facility or building, including animal treatment
rooms)
Animals may be relocated (in cages plus cage racks, transport cages, etc.) to essentially open available
space (corridors, tunnels, receiving dock). These spaces are not designed to house animals and would
be a temporary stop-gap as animal care would be severely constrained by the lack of environmental
control or lack of design features such as HVAC, plumbing, etc. The goal of this evacuation would be
to save animal lives when no alternative is available or as a temporary solution prior to primary
relocation. A list of acceptable building/rooms for relocation can be located on the IACUC Lab-Specific
Disaster Plan Worksheet which is displayed on the information wall within each lab.

−

Large-scale incident (e.g. whole buildings, animal facilities, campus are impacted)
Relocation of animals to a different building or campus, as transportation is available. The goal of this
approach is to get the animals to a new location in which basic animal care procedures can be
performed. A list of acceptable off-campus locations for relocation can be located on the IACUC LabSpecific Disaster Plan Worksheet which is displayed on the information wall within each lab.
C.

Animal Euthanasia

In the event that all other options have been exhausted, the Institutional Veterinarian can give the order
that animals should be humanely euthanized. Any responsible veterinarian can make a euthanasia
determination at any point in time about specific animals based on their health and welfare, but only the
Institutional Veterinarian can make the determination that all animals will be euthanized. Cage cards
should be consulted to determine if there is a priority order to saving animals.
VII.

Special Circumstances

HVAC loss
Essential animal facility HVAC systems have backup power and systems that will automatically transfer on,
however, any major utility failure should be reported per NKU Department of Operations and Maintenance for
the building where the facility is located. If the animal room environment cannot be maintained within Guide
parameters, the animals may need to be relocated (refer to Animal Evacuation Plans).
Overheating: what is causing the overheating?
• Move animals to rooms that are not over heating or to the hallway if it is cooler.
• If the whole animal facility is overheating, mobile cooling stations can be utilized to reduce the
heat load.
• If animal rooms cannot be cooled, the Principal Investigator (in consultation with the
Veterinarian) if necessary will make the decision to relocate (refer to Animal Evacuation Plans) or
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euthanize the animals if they are in distress.
Loss of Heat:
•
•
•

VIII.

Move animals to rooms that have heat or to the hallways if it is warmer.
Use auxiliary heaters in animal rooms that have no heat.
If animal rooms cannot be warmed or a warm place within the animal facility cannot be found,
the Principal Investigator (in consultation with the Veterinarian if necessary) will make the
decision to relocate (refer to Animal Evacuation Plans) or humanely euthanize the animals if they
are in distress or danger.

Training

See Table 2 Role Specification for details regarding training on the IACUC Disaster and Emergency Plan.
IX.

External Coordination

The NKU Emergency Operations Center will maintain regular communications with appropriate city, county and
state agencies throughout the duration of a disaster.
X.

Response and Recovery
•
•
•

•
•

•

XI.

Once access is granted back in to the facility, the environmental conditions must be assessed and
recommendations communicated if conditions need to be improved.
Locate areas of known hazards (or animals injected with hazards); stabilize these animals and
environments first.
Animal health assessments should be completed in order to provide critical care and maintain
biosecurity. Triage all animal survivors and classify them into categories of health and exposure to
environmental conditions outside of the cage. Remove animal carcasses and store for disposal.
Conduct brief animal inventory to assess animals unaccounted for.
Provide animal enclosure cleaning as necessary to minimize animals being in wet or dirty cages. If
equipment or power failure still exists, hand sanitization of caging or other equipment with a
diluted bleach solution and rinse may be necessary
Euthanasia determining factors:
o Pain/distress, beyond rescue
o Availability of feed, caging, rooms, environment, species requirements
o Investigator input, unless suffering as determined by veterinarian
o Loose, unidentified animals
o Euthanasia should only be completed by a trained individual

Emergency Outline and Contacts

Table 1 Emergency Contacts
Description of Emergency
Chemical spill, radiation or
biohazard exposure/spill
Equipment or Power
Failure/Malfunction
Demonstration

Contact
Department of Safety and Emergency
Management #6522, NKU Police #7777
Operations and Maintenance
#5660/ #7777after hours
Marketing and Communication #6574
NKU Police #7777

Response
Avoid contact, warn others in area
Avoid hazards
Stay calm, do not speak to
demonstrators
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Bomb Threat

NKU Police #7777

Fire

NKU Police #7777 and/or #911

Catastrophic disaster
(Earthquake, terrorism, tornado)

NKU Police #7777 and/or #911

XII.

Wait for emergency personnel to
arrive
Evacuate the premises
Protect self (lock doors, under
tables)

Role Specification

Table 2: Role Specification
Role
Principal Investigator, Research Staff
and Lab Manager

Student

Veterinarian

IACUC Chair
IACUC Administrator
Maintenance workers
NKU Safety and Emergency Mgmt
Police
Housekeeping
Marketing

Responsibility
Trained on disaster plan, management and implementation
Familiarity with the facility floor plans and evacuation routes
Animal transport
Knowledge of fire extinguishers, emergency phone numbers, fire
alarms, and emergency supplies such as flashlights and first aid kits.
Create and maintain a project/lab specific IACUC Lab-Specific
Disaster Plan Worksheet
Familiarity with the facility floor plans and evacuation routes
Knowledge of fire extinguishers, emergency phone numbers, fire
alarms, and emergency supplies such as flashlights and first aid kits.
Trained on disaster plan, management and implementation
Trained on disaster plan, management and implementation
Trained on disaster plan, management and implementation
Completion of the NKU IACUC Disaster/Emergency Tracking Form
Trained on disaster plan, management and implementation
Trained on disaster plan, management and implementation
Incident dependent
Incident dependent
Incident dependent

Approvals
Title
Manager of Research Compliance
IACUC Chair
Director, Safety & Emergency Mgmt
Institutional Official

Title
Manager of Research Compliance
IACUC Chair
Institutional Official

Approved
☒
☒
☒
☐

Date Approved
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
03/04/2019

Revisions
Approved
Date Approved
☐
☐
☐

N/A

Not Applicable
☐
☐
☐
☐

Summary

☐
☐
☐
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